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For Joni

And where is the speaker? Is it only a voice? Oh! I
cannot see, but I must feel, or my heart will stop and
my brain burst. Whatever — whoever you are — be
perceptible to the touch or I cannot live!
- Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre
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Through various forays into psychological science and
affect theory, this work attempts to understand how
quick and simple commodities might coalesce into a
complex portrait of individual and collective memory.
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The chapters that follow are titled after the Gestalt laws
of grouping – a set of psychological The whole is
principles developed to categorize the greater than the
sum of its parts.
ways in which humans are naturally
inclined to perceive collections of objects or images as
organized patterns. As an artist working primarily
with assemblage – often incorporating objects which
either are or appear to be found– I use these principles
to organize a system of objects that may otherwise
appear random. In both life and practice, I am
interested in the ways in which Gestalt theory may
begin to explain our ability to create recognizable
images (and subsequent associations) out of geometric
collections of forms and shapes.
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I began to integrate these principles into my practice
following a period spent researching conspiracy
theories – an interest that arose after struggling to
identify a rational logic within my work. I worried
that my process was too intuitive, my concepts too
immaterial, and my objects too real. My attempts
to connect every object and image within the work
required me to selectively ignore the things that
didn’t fit – a key characteristic of conspiracy theory
building. It became clear that this practice had its
limits, as the cognitively dissonant state necessary to
keep the theoretical fire burning was more confusing
than clarifying. After some time and distance, I
realized that my interests were in how these theories
are made – call it patternicity, apophenia, agenticity,
randomania – and what this says about our ability
to construct meaning in our lives. Consequently, the
precariousness of language, object, and image has risen
to the surface. I embrace the psychological tools used
to create conspiracy theories, but no longer require the
work to become one.

images, and objects as if they were my own, further
contributing to the precariousness of meaning while
dismantling my own authorial authority. Moving
forward, in my own words and in the words of others,
I will discuss my work’s fascination with psychology,
time’s effects on that psychology, and my relationship
to my studio practice. I will attempt to demonstrate
how feelings such as fear, desire, and longing have
affected this practice, and what effects they may have
beyond it.

Still, however, unreliable sources enter the work. I
am interested in the subjectivity of Wikipedia, the
fallibility of memory, and the influence of images.
The forms of both this written thesis and the visual
work that it attends to are directly correlated to these
concepts. While writing, I have embraced found text,
3
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The work that I have made over the last two years
has been crucial to the development of these ideas.
Throughout my practice, I have consistently treated
memories as physical places that are bound to time
and space, their form motivated by dreams as much as
reality. Often, the work is populated by found objects
– by mass-produced, bright, shiny, plastic commodity
objects – which can communicate something about the
culture that desired and created them. These objects
are then manipulated, duplicated, and made to move,
resulting in an installation that disrupts the concept
of chronology by setting a scene in which consistent
movement manifests as stillness.

5
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Plastic bags and cotton t-shirts, lemon-lime sodas
and shrimp cocktails, inflatable palm trees and travel
pillows coalesce into systems of images, creating a
“barely there” representation of place, filled with
missed connections and strange conclusions. Objects
at once banal, coded, and common interact with
one another. Natural elements appear, as tangled,
entrapped, or harnessed by the technology developed
to activate them, such as fans and fountains (a creek
in your kitchen! a breeze in your bathroom!). In What
a Time to Be Alive, the objects communicated what I
knew and where I had been by recalling a Midwestern
sensibility that I had observed after living in rural Ohio
for four years. In Runaway, the objects communicated
what I longed for and where I wished to go – someplace,
anyplace else – but their plasticity and toxicity revealed
the hopelessness of longing for a place, either past,
present, or future, that does not exist.
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No Bodies in the Dam followed, leaning into the concept
of nature as commodity. The work centered around a
recent visit to the Hoover Dam, a feat of engineering
built to serve, but eventually outlast, humanity.
Western imagery, specifically that which referenced the
aesthetics of Las Vegas (the primary beneficiary of the
Dam) coalesced into yet another system. Once again,
plasticity prevailed, mimicking the dominance of
matter over time, material over immaterial. Ultimately,
the work envisioned a future without people in which
only the products of our time survive, placing on them
the great burden of representing the culture that bore
them into existence.

9
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Most recently (and perhaps, conversely), We Can
Remember It for You Wholesale, focused on the
elasticity and endurance of time, as explored through
the concept of myth, of narrative beginnings. The
objects here, many of them powered by batteries,
wobbled, vibrated, and fluttered amongst each other.
The myth in question, however, was one of memory.
A Phillip K. Dick story of the same name provides a
conceptual foundation for the piece and appears as
the subtitles to a video of my dog, Joni, running offleash, chasing the sun (or a tennis ball) and, eventually,
plunging into the Narragansett.

11
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This current body of work, I Am Come Back to You, is
both response and revision. I have paused to identify,
and later, dissect, the elements of my practice that
have long held my interest. I have embraced plasticity,
commodity, color, and symbol, recognizing that this
is where I find meaning. I have dredged through time
and space – through as many memories as aisles of Bed
Bath & Beyond – and collected the objects and images
that mimic what we like, and in doing so, communicate
what we are like.

13
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The form is built but never identified – it is a composite
project, hurtling towards something but always resting
between some things. It is a trap, and a cage, and a
table, and a box, and a grill, and a nest, and a deck,
and a beach, and a mouth, and a dog, and a bone, and
a net. It is a tooth and a mountain. It is always and
– never or. How much faster would you swim if you
had webbed hands, like you used to? It is also this –
the space between your fingers and the space that it
affords, swimming farther, moving faster. But you do
have webbed feet, prancing on dry land like Michael
Jackson and speeding through muck like a sailfish,
that streamlined beast. You emerge, with raisin fingers
and slippery calves and a breath of Fresh Air. You
remember that this is where you came from, and you
wait to return. Your body only lets you have the good
stuff when you deserve it. And Life is Good.

&

it is the hot air sliding past your cheek, maybe coming
from the fan
or the TV next to it with
the weatherperson who told you it would be
“mostly sunny.”
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it is the sunhat descending, following the curve of
the Hoover Dam but, like a repulsed magnet, never
touching it. You search the horizon with one hand
on your head and imagine yourself with a cavernous
smile, laughing into the air because that is what women
do when the breeze threatens to uncrown them. But
instead you frown, looking at the bathtub ring, the
Canyon’s tan line. They’re thirsty in Vegas.

it is the taste of pennies in your mouth, the weight
of pennies in your pockets. It is the violent sound of
copper in the laundromat, of warm, vibrating currency.
The suburban machines are even louder, projecting a
metallic alarm through the floorboards as they swallow
your socks and bleed your receipts.

17
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it is the muffled pop of your ankle as it traces bloated
letters through the air. Is it better to miss a step or to
invent one, to feign a skip or to stomp your foot in
an improvised percussive dance? Proprioception is
the sense of knowing where your body parts are in
space. The YouTube channel, Eldergym, is a useful
proprioception exercise resource. Start with the
grapevine – try it in your kitchen holding on to the
counter. Walk several steps in one direction, turn
around and walk back. Continue for several minutes.
Gradually hold on less and less until you can take a few
steps without holding on. It may take a while, but keep
practicing…you’ll get it sooner or later!

it is the sweat running down your philtrum, glistening
from the hot and strong asana. Your lizard tongue
slides up and out, grazing your upper lip like a salt lick.
A single drop of salty water peels off your chin and hits
the floor like an illicit cannonball off the high-dive at
swim practice.

&

it is the bar of soap in your shower, stealing all the water
and making suds. In December, twin brothers stole
180 bars of soap in New Jersey. “No clean getaway” for
these brothers, who got knocked down by a trash can,
and got up again, and got knocked down by a shopping
cart, and got up again, and got arrested.

19
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What is the thing that is so dirty that only 180 Dove
White Beauty Bars can clean it? It is a dog’s lips, spread
thin and flat like a clown’s. But black, not red. And it
is the doughy underside of a bayside dock, slimed by
time and littered with sea snails. It is a honeypot, and a
happy ending, and fat pigs, dogs, slobs, and disgusting
animals, and blood coming out of your eyes – blood
coming out of your wherever. Only a deviant would
think anything else.
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Do you remember the death of your Russian tortoise?
A true winter’s tale, the ground was too frozen to bury
Dory, the reptilian sphere, named after that amnesiac
Pixar fish, one fin away from Memento. When the
ground was soft and the snow melted to reveal all the
dog shit, she went into the ground. It was now firmly the
International Year of Languages and the International
Year of Planet Earth and the International Year of
Sanitation and the International Year of the Potato. It
was also the Year of the Frog, which didn’t do shit for
Dory because try as we might, amphibians and reptiles
are just not the same thing. If you don’t believe me,
go find a herper and ask them about their herps, their
herpetons, their creeping animals and herpetiles. It
was a leap year, and Dawson Leery had created a TV
show about his own life, so we know that even teen
dramas were having a Narcissus meta moment.
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What is the haptic quality of digging through time,
through memory, either real or false? What is the

COMMON FATE

False memories can be implanted in our brains through various
forms of intervention or suggestion. Elizabeth Loftus’ study, “The
formation of false memories,” chronicles how patients of
psychotherapy may recall traumatic events or instances of abuse that
never occurred. The implantation of false memories functions like
inception, albeit on a conscious level. In one study, Loftus and her
The implantation of an outside team successfully implanted a memory in
idea into an unsuspecting 1/3 of the participants, leading them to
human’s subconscious. The
believe (and remember, in detail) that they
concept originates from the
2010 science-fiction film had been lost in a shopping mall around the
of the same name, written age of 5 for multiple hours, until they were
and directed by Christopher found by a kind elderly person who helped
Nolan and starring Leonardo
reunite them with their family. For my
DiCaprio. Within the film,
an elite team of mind thieves purposes, I might define false memory as
infiltrate people’s dreams both extreme instances of recollection of
to steal information or, fictional events, as well as smaller
in the case of inception,
disrememberings – his sweater was blue, the
plant information that will
influence that person’s future dog was old, I was caught in the surf and my
behavior.
father saved me, or wait, was it the lifeguard?

texture of sliding edgewise through history? Collecting
dust bunnies like a slobbery ball rolling under a wide
couch that hasn’t been moved in a while. Often, the
things that return to us are the things that we never
intended to revisit. To return to a thought, feeling,
object, image, or person is to rebuild what has been
fractured in the time and space between encounters.
The past, as returned to the present, is an edited version
of itself, made up of equal parts record and fiction.
Some memories are relegated to the mind, but some
take up more space, affecting our physical sense of
place and the tactile sensations of the body. I’d like to
28
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focus on the moments I have returned to so many
times that they begin to manifest as spaces, their
architecture vacillating between the corporeal and the
cerebral. These memories can be haunting (or a literal
haunting) but they can also be delightful. In either
case, they possess a tactility that is both felt and
imagined.

and bubbles popping – the soft scatter of crustaceans
against PVC, and as I lower the trap onto the dock,
against wood. Under water, over time, the trap collects
all that enters its orbit. Even that which escapes leaves
a trace of its presence and perseverance. Back on dry
land, what remains, or what returns, is not a box of
meaty tails and claws, but silt, seaweed, plastic bags,
jellyfish, Band-Aids, bottles, Frisbees, and everything
that sticks to the seafloor like gum to a child’s desk.

The act of returning is at the crux of memory. For
me, the form of the lobster/crab trap is a symbol of
this return. Whether encountered as a memory of an
event or as a gesture of return in and of itself, the trap
proposes its repeated motion – it is cast out and it is
reeled in. I can feel the rope tugging along my palm,
my arm held at a perpendicular angle to my body, lest
the trap should swing to the side and bruise my legs. I
feel the twist of my waist, my arm reaching backwards
at an impossible angle before swinging forwards,
my palm easing up, and the soft whistle of the rope
leaving my hands. I see the trap hit the water – a frozen
moment courtesy of surface tension – and I see it sink.
When I grab the rope again, hours later, it is taut and
heavy. I pull on it, with two hands this time, and I feel
the viscosity of the water that tugs at the corners of the
trap, tugs at the curve of the rope, and tugs at the skin
between my fingers. I feel the trap break the surface, and
I feel the uneven weight of its body, interrupted only
by air. I hear the compound sound of water dripping
29
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The trap is both image and exercise. Its physical form is
built from recollection – more feeling than function.
The objects that it collects are similarly bound to time,
as if one had launched a fishing expedition into the
past. What returns, then, is not the detritus of space,
but the detritus of time, of memory, of both individual
and collective histories. These objects are accessed
through the affective trace that they leave in the past,
as interpreted in the present.

appear to have emotions residing within them, as if
they were vessels. I’d like to think of this process of
discovery, of undoing, as a form of time-travel in
which these touchy-feely objects are revived and
reinterpreted, creating points of divergence that send
waves into the future.

What is repressed from consciousness is not the feeling as such, but
the idea to which the feeling may have been first (but provisionally)
connected. Psychoanalysis allows us to see that emotionality involves
movements or associations whereby “feelings” take us across
different levels of signification, not all of which can be admitted in
the present. This is what I would call the rippling effect of emotions;
they move sideways (through “sticky” associations between signs,
figures, and objects) as well as backward (repression always leaves its
trace in the present—hence “what sticks” is also bound up with the
“absent present” of historicity) (Ahmed, “Affective Economies,” 120).

In our attempts to gain insight into the past, we may
trace our feelings sideways and backwards, searching
for their source. Most likely, this search will result in a
collection of objects which, across time and space,
have become associated with this feeling. The origins
of this association may be indecipherable, as the idea
that initially connects an emotion to an object has
since been repressed, or potentially rewritten. Over
time, this association strengthens, creating objects that
31

Singular moments in history that can
affect the unfolding of future events.
In science-fiction, the moments are
often sought after by time-travelers,
whose journeys to and interference in
a specific flashpoint in time often result
in a future that replaces that which
existed before the time-travel occurred,
or the creation of alternate universes
with modified historical timelines.

Emotion is a point of entry that, if tracked and
trailed, can lead to significant memories and the
objects associated with them. This ethos has been
steadily developing within my practice, manifesting
in moments as either theory or strategy. Each piece
responds to the last, resulting in new methods of
making, thinking, and feeling. This body of work and
its interest in memory has been directly influenced by
the work that came before it, We Can Remember It for
You Wholesale.
32
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The piece is named after a short story written by Phillip
K. Dick, but best known by its film adaptation, Total
Recall. The story follows the incredibly average Douglas
A 1990 American “science- Quail, who suffers from an
fiction action” film directed by insatiable desire to visit Mars.
Paul Verhoeven and starring
Desire, somehow, does not
Arnold Schwarzenegger. The
express
the
film, set in 2084, follows a accurately
construction worker as he urgency of a trip to Mars – he
struggles with recurring
dreams of Mars, which needs it, as if it were elemental
eventually lead him to a new to survival. Being incredibly
(or old) life as a secret agent.
average, he doesn’t have a lot
A less popular re-make of
this movie was released in of money, and since trips to
2012, starring Colin Farrell. Mars are expensive, Quail
opts for the next best thing and makes an appointment
at REKAL Incorporated, a company that implants
memories in people’s brains. REKAL’s “extra-factual”
memories are superior to traditional ones – they are
detailed and visceral, manifesting like a recording that
can be replayed at will, rather than a natural memory,
which fades over time. In many ways, the company’s
owner argues, an implanted memory is better than the
real thing. Later, we learn that Quail’s obsession is not
the result of a desire, but the remnants of a vivid
memory that has been erased. He has already been to
Mars; he just no longer knows it.

longing for a future that will never be realized. In part,
this is my projection – a way of exploring the affective
potential of words that have been re-contextualized.
Even so, I have witnessed this longing in Joni, who
wants things without understanding where they come
from or how to get them. In her, I have also witnessed
fear – of people, noises, plastic bags – and the way
in which this fear determines her proximity to other
animals, objects, or people. I have watched as she
walks backwards, away from the source of the fear,
but keeps her eyes locked on its every move. I have
watched as she runs forwards, towards the object of
her desire, towards the ball, or the squirrel, or the meat,
or the friend, at a breakneck pace, often overshooting
her target and tumbling past her destination. I have
admired this choreography – a ballet of wants and
want-nots – and adopted this as the basis for my
conceptual movement. Stepping backwards, sliding
sideways, running forwards.

The story, as I have appropriated it, casts my dog, Joni,
as the protagonist, a being filled with an ever-present
33
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All attachments are optimistic. When we talk about an
object of desire, we are really talking about a cluster of
promises we want someone or something to make us
and make possible for us. This cluster of promises could
seem embedded in a person, a thing, an institution, a
text, a norm, a bunch of cells, smells, a good idea –
whatever. To phrase ‘the object of desire’ as a cluster of
promises is to allow us to encounter what’s incoherent
or enigmatic in our attachments, not as confirmation
of our irrationality but as an explanation of our sense
of our endurance in the object, insofar as proximity
to the object means proximity to the cluster of things
that the object promises, some of which may be clear
to us and good for us while others, not so much.
Thus attachments do not feel optimistic: one might
dread, for example, returning to a scene of hunger,
or longing, or the slapstick reiteration of a lover’s or
parent’s predictable distortions. But being drawn
to return to the scene where the object hovers in its
potentialities is the operation of optimism as affective
form. In optimism, the subject leans toward promises
contained within the present moment of the encounter
with her object.
- Lauren Berlant, Cruel Optimism
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In 2008, the University of Chicago and Harvard
Designated concurrently as the University conducted a
International Year of Languages, study that investigated the
International Year of Planet
relationship
between
Earth, International Year of
Sanitation, International Year of human social connection
the Potato, The Year of the Frog. and anthropomorphism.
Already, evidence showed that chronic isolation had
coincided with visions of mermaids in the ocean, or
the recognition of humanlike features in geologic
formations. The results of the study supported the
initial hypothesis that individuals who experience a
lack of social connection with other humans may
attempt to compensate for this by creating a sense of
human connection with nonhuman agents, such as
inanimate objects and nonhuman animals.

the “fear” condition watched a segment from Silence of
the Lambs. Participants in the control group watched a
A 1991 American “horror- segment
from Major
thriller” film, directed by Jonathan
League,
which
portrayed
Demme and starring Jodie Foster

One section of the study randomly assigned
participants to one of three groups: disconnection,
fear, and control. Participants in each group were asked
to watch a segment from a film that would exemplify
the social condition being researched, and to
empathize, to the best of A 2000 American “epic survival
drama” film, directed and
their ability, with the produced by Robert Zemekis
protagonist(s) of each film. and starring Tom Hanks. The
Participants
in
the film revolves around Chuck
Noland (Hanks), a FedEx
“disconnection” condition employee who is stranded on
watched a segment from a deserted island for four years
after his plane crashes in the
Cast Away, while those in South Pacific Ocean.
47

and Anthony Hopkins. The film
features Foster as Clarice Starling,
an FBI trainee who develops a
relationship with an imprisoned
serial killer and known cannibal,
Hannibal Lecter (Hopkins), in
an effort to apprehend an active
serial killer, Buffalo Bill.

social interaction, but did
not portray either loneliness
or fear.

A 1989 American “sports
comedy” film, directed by
David S. Ward, and starring
Tom Berenger, Charlie Sheen,
and Corbin Bernsen. The film
depicts the Cleveland Indians,
a baseball team based in
Ohio. The Indians begin the
season on a losing streak, but
eventually become champions
after winning the playoff game
against the New York Yankees.

Participants then completed three measures as part of
an unrelated experiment. First, they were asked to rate
their belief in supernatural agents and actions. Next,
they were asked to think of a pet that they either knew
or owned and pick, from a list of fourteen, the three
traits that best described that pet. The list included
three socially anthropomorphic traits (thoughtful,
considerate, sympathetic), four less social, but still
anthropomorphic, traits (embarrassable, devious,
creative, jealous) and seven non-anthropomorphic
traits (aggressive, energetic, fearful, active, agile,
lethargic, muscular). Lastly, participants were shown
twenty ambiguously figurative drawings, and asked to
report what they saw in each.
48
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The results reflected the hypothesis. Participants in the
“disconnection” condition reported a greater belief in
supernatural agents and were more likely to attribute
anthropomorphic traits to pets. Participants in the
“fear” condition reported detecting more faces in the
ambiguously figurative drawings than participants
in other conditions. Based on these results, we could
conclude that loneliness and isolation, whether mental
or physical, can motivate us to project personalities
onto non-human animals or, as in the case of Cast
Away, onto inanimate objects. We can also conclude
that sensations such as fear and paranoia might
influence our ability to create recognizable patterns (or
in this case, figures) out of disparate forms – more on
this later.

49
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Lauren Berlant describes “cruel optimism” as a
“relation of attachment to compromised conditions of
possibility whose realization is discovered either to be
impossible, sheer fantasy, or too possible, and toxic.”
The relationship between Chuck Noland and Wilson
in Cast Away, for example, is one of cruel
optimism – two potential futures are
embedded in a volleyball, simultaneously
signaling salvation and certain death.

out of a cliff-side cave but begins to panic only five
seconds later, screaming the volleyball’s name as he
combs the rocky shore in the dark, searching for his
companion. When he finds him, floating between
two boulders, Chuck is already sobbing. He repeats
the words “never again” as he embraces the volleyball,
rocking back and forth in waist-deep water. Later,
back in the cave, Chuck cuts his own hand and uses
the blood to re-touch Wilson’s face, which has washed
off in the ocean. Wrapping his wound with a leaf, he
points at Wilson’s restored features and says “I know
you, I know you,” before asking, “We okay?”

These contradictory promises are revealed in an
argument between Chuck and Wilson:

Chuck: And what is your point? Well, we might just
make it, did that thought ever cross your brain? Well,
regardless, I would rather take my chance out there on
the ocean than to stay here and die, on this shithole
island, spending the rest of my life talking to a goddamn
volleyball!

In speaking to him, Chuck attributes a perceived
sentience to Wilson, but directly acknowledges the
fact that Wilson is a “goddamn volleyball,” a pejorative
term used to highlight Wilson’s total and utter lack
of consciousness (and, consequently, Chuck’s own
descent into madness). Chuck then drop-kicks Wilson
51

Wilson is, in Lauren Berlant’s terminology, an object of
desire. His visage is much like those of the ambiguously
figurative drawings – barely there but, once identified,
powerfully present. Wilson is borne out of anguish.
The initial recognition of his blood-stained surface as
vaguely figurative is a response to both fear and failure.
It is less so Wilson’s physical body that brings him into
the realm of the living, but more so the extreme void
of human connection that he is tasked with filling.
Wilson’s character is summoned through an inverse
relationship with his surroundings – he is everything
in the face of nothing, safety in the face of fear, and life
in the face of death. His existence, while occasionally
placating, is a visceral reminder of the void.
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I would like to understand the relationship between
Chuck Noland and Wilson as analogous to an artist’s
relationship with her studio and the objects that
live there. An individual’s studio practice can be, for
all intents and purposes, a private one. A day spent
problem-solving in the studio might feel like making
fire without matches on a deserted island. It is a fluid
dance between artist and object, and it is a terrifying
high-speed car chase, and it is also a good night’s
sleep. It is a conversation between me and the thing in
front of me, which might make me think of a memory
long forgotten, or make me want to hit something,
or make me want to kiss someone. The thing begins
as a substitute, or simulacrum, of “real” objects and
experiences. Eventually, it becomes something else,
whose form is mimetic but whose presence is original.
It is not a medium for external information, but the
opposite – opaque and mute, the dumb thing just stares
at you. It has no eyes, but it sees in every direction. It
has no ears or mouth, but it parrots your own words
back to you. This is the cacophony of the void: of living
in a surreality of your own choosing and in proximity
to the objects of your own making.
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Somewhere between the concepts of memory, desire,
fear, and longing rests nostalgia – difficult to define but
even more difficult to ignore. Nostalgia is, while deeply
personal and infinitely subjective in its content, a
cultural affliction, embedded into an American present
that prioritizes its past. To further understand nostalgia
(which I had often dismissed as taboo to both feel and
discuss) I have looked to the thinkers that have
identified this as a modern condition.
Svetlana Boym, author of The Future of Nostalgia, offers this
definition of the term:

CONTINUITY

Nostalgia (from nostos—return home, and algia—longing) is
a longing for a home that no longer exists or has never existed.
Nostalgia is a sentiment of loss and displacement, but it is also a
romance with one’s own fantasy. Nostalgic love can only survive
in a long-distance relationship. A cinematic image of nostalgia is a
double exposure, or a superimposition of two images—of home and
abroad, past and present, dream and everyday life. The moment we
try to force it into a single image, it breaks the frame or burns the
surface (xiii).

Another example of cruel optimism, the nostalgic
offers contradictory promises that confuse history
and myth, orienting the possessed towards a fantasy
that will never become reality. Those with the power
to shape American culture have recognized this
backwards movement and adopted it as a means of
strategic manipulation, most evident in the marketing
of commodities, many of which exist purely for their
nostalgic appeal. Toys marketed towards adults or
throwback technologies are collected because the
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promise of emotional escape appears to reside within
these objects. In an increasingly impersonal landscape,
the nostalgic advertises blinding optimism in the
form of a return to the halcyon days of an imagined
past. Ultimately, what is delivered is a toxic sense of
disappointment – there is no cure for an ailment that
does not exist.

function of the souvenir is directly tied to the
commodification of objects and experiences. The

If the ailment does not exist, this is because we often
long to return to places we have never been, finding
solace in a past just beyond our reach. We might look
In his book Modernity at Large, to the past, not because
Arjun Appadurai defines this as
a sort of “ersatz” or “armchair” it was better, but simply
nostalgia – “nostalgia without lived because it is other and
experience or collective historical
over. As a marketing
memory.” This ersatz nostalgia
creates “the simulacra of periods tool, this form of
that constitute the flow of time, nostalgia offers time as
conceived as lost, absent, or distant”
a commodity, which
(78).
may be lost or gained through the nostalgic object. By
purchasing these objects, we might access our fantasies
of time resuscitated, urging our memories of the past,
whether real or false, to become realities of the present.
What I have referred to as a “nostalgic object,” Susan
Stewart, author of On Longing, identifies as the
“souvenir,” which exists as a physical demarcation
between past and present – a remnant of an authentic
experience that cannot be repeated. The form and
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Within the development of culture under an exchange economy,
the search for authentic experience and, correlatively, the search for
the authentic object become critical. As experience is increasingly
mediated and abstracted, the lived relation of the body to the
phenomenological world is replaced by a nostalgic myth of contact
and presence. ‘Authentic’ experience becomes both elusive and
allusive as it is placed beyond the horizon of present lived experience,
the beyond in which the antique, the pastoral, the exotic, and other
fictive domains are articulated. In this process of distancing, the
memory of the body is replaced by the memory of the object, a
memory standing outside the self and thus presenting both a surplus
and lack of significance. The experience of the object lies outside the
body’s experience—it is saturated with meanings that will never be
fully revealed to us. Furthermore, the seriality of mechanical modes
of production leads us to perceive that outside as a singular and
authentic context of which the object is only a trace (Stewart, 133).

souvenir’s nostalgic origins are the primary
determinant of its value, which is measured by longing
and desire rather than function and use. Unlike the
experience that it represents, the souvenir need not be
authentic – it stands only as a marker of time, a
memory captured in physical form.
Stewart suggests that the metonymic form of the
souvenir, which exists as a substitute for something
else, is analogous to Freud’s concept of the fetish. In
both cases, the possession In which Sigmund Freud (seminal
of the metonymic object psychoanalyst) defines fetishism
as the displacement of sexual
signifies that something desire onto objects (or nonhas been lost and the reproductive body parts).
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feelings associated with it displaced. The concept of the
fetish is directly correlated to Sara Ahmed’s previously
articulated theories surrounding the economy of affect,
which is influenced by past events and the objects
associated with those events, but has consequences
that are felt in the present. In both cases, we might
begin to understand an object’s ability to produce an
inexplicable affective response by realizing that our
most potent yet hidden fears and desires are displaced
onto the people, objects, or animals around us,
resulting in an environment that is densely populated
with meaning.
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PROXIMITY

“The threat will have been real for all eternity. It will
have been real because it was felt to be real. Whether
the danger was existent or not, the menace was felt in
the form of fear. What is not actually real can be felt
into being.”
- Brian Massumi, “The Future Birth of the Affective
Fact: The Political Ontology of Threat.”
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If nostalgia promises a return to somewhere better,
happier, and safer, then a present sense of fear,
proposing the future as populated by an infinite
and unpredictable number of potential threats, can
only compound this. The present, made up of equal
parts longing and anxiety, is engulfed by an affective
environment that is influenced by what has happened
or what could happen, but rarely what is happening.

Already, we have seen that a fearful state can heighten
an individual’s ability to create recognizable patterns
out of a collection of otherwise random forms,
transforming lines and shapes into figures and faces.
This is pareidolia, a psychological phenomenon in
which the pattern-seeking human brain responds to a
stimulus by recognizing familiar patterns that don’t
exist. Pareidolia is when you hear your phone ring
while standing in the shower, or when you recognize
faces in electrical outlets, clouds, gas meters, cut fruit,
or planetary surfaces. Carl Sagan suggests that this is
Type I Error: a false- an evolutionary trait, bred into
positive, or the assertion of our species as a means of
something that is absent.
survival. (46) As infants, we
Type II Error: a false- search our surroundings for
negative, or the failure to faces – when we find one, we
assert what is present.
smile at it and hope that it
smiles back. In doing so, we create a positive bond
between ourselves and the thing with the face, which
can either kill us or care for us. As a side-effect, we are
likely to recognize patterns where there aren’t any as
our brains continually search for sentience in our
surroundings.

Fear can be both motivating and permissive,
compelling us to eschew rational thought in favor of
urgent action. This feeling is both reality and strategy
– something that happens to me and something that
I make happen. In my art practice, fear is both a
measurement and a vehicle; a unit of distance, and
the creator of that distance. In time, fear determines
my proximity to certain memories, emotions, and
histories, and in space, it determines my proximity to
certain objects, places, and people. My movements,
like Joni’s, are choreographed by fear as much as desire.
Brian Massumi aims to answer the question: “How
could the nonexistence of what has not happened be
more real than what is now observably over and done
with?” In other words, how has fantasy become more
of a reality than history? The answer, Massumi writes,
might have something to do with fear, “the affective
fact of the matter” (54).
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Pareidolia is a type of apophenia – the tendency to
From apo—away from and phaenein—to show. Coined by Klaus
Conrad, a neurologist and psychiatrist, in 1958. Conrad used
the term to describe a symptom of schizophrenia and psychotic
delusional thinking.
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recognize meaningful patterns in otherwise random
data. Apophenia is the force responsible for conspiracy
theories, which use real-world data to craft false
conclusions. In many cases, this might occur because
randomness – entropic meaninglessness – is more
difficult to digest than a web of missed connections
and hidden information. If conspiracy theories often
“uncover” horror stories of sinister plots and secret
weapons, this is because they are borne from paranoia,
from the fear that something is happening and we
don’t know what it is. Digging in the dark, we eventually
find that the objects of our fears, like those of our
memories and desires, are slippery in their meaning
but tenacious in their presence – vibrating with the
potential energy of the unpredictable.
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What is not actually real can be felt into being.
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“Happiness might play a crucial role in shaping our
near sphere, the world that takes shape around us, as a
world of familiar things. Objects that give us pleasure
take up residence within our bodily horizon. We come
to have our likes, which might establish what we are
like. The bodily horizon could be redescribed as a
horizon of likes. To have our likes means certain things
are gathered around us. Of course, we do encounter
new things. To be more or less open to new things is
to be more or less open to the incorporation of things
into our near sphere. Incorporation maybe conditional
on liking what we encounter. Those things that we do
not like we move away from. Awayness might help
establish the edges of our horizon; in rejecting the
proximity of certain objects, we define the places that
we know we do not wish to go, the things we do not
wish to have, touch, taste, hear, feel, see, those things
we do not want to keep within reach.”
- Sarah Ahmed, “Happy Objects”
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The form of the trap is both object and armature – flesh
and spine. Materially, the trap provides an architecture
through which I collect and display the metaphorical
trappings of a mundane, yet meaningful, existence.
Conceptually, the trap represents a psychological
relationship to objects that is often paradoxical. My
memories that have become embedded within and
symbolized by the trap are positive ones – of family,
of bare footedness, of the Atlantic Ocean, of love for
animals and love for food – but my present associations
with the trap lead me to recognize its purpose as both
tool and weapon. This paradox is the determinant for
what, how, and why I collect the objects that inhabit the
trap, many of which rest between conflicting realities,
between promises and disappointments.
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Six pacifiers, chosen by Amazon and then chosen by
me, came first, initiating a search for soothing objects.
In either color, form, texture, or function, each object
proposes a conciliatory experience. To collect these
objects is to entertain this proposal, and in doing so,
populate a horizon of likes. These are likes – not loves
– which are primed for projection and able to mean
different things to different people. In all cases,
however, they are objects of desire, souvenirs, fetishes
– plastic approximations or solutions. Nyla Bones and
pacifiers provide durable, lickable, chewable surfaces
for dogs and babies, catering to their primal affects and
urges. Sponges appear as silicone shapes or scrubby
green peas indicating their specific,
and therefore, superior, purposes.
Just a few shakes!
Mango and apple slicers distill a series
of gestures into a singular motion,
ensuring perfection without practice. Everything is
simultaneously “just like” and “better than.”
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These objects register as both familiar and foreign,
representing the duality of memory, which can be
either real or false. In part, I have traced a trajectory
through my fondest and most fearful memories,
seeking out the objects that feel directly or tangentially
related to them. In another part, I have encountered
objects whose presence and purpose I was unaware of,
but then felt compelled to purchase. It would not be a
stretch, I believe, to assert that the objects that appear
within this work have been decided for me more
than by me, as the organizational strategies of search
engines and store aisles can anticipate our every move,
placing the things that we never knew we wanted
directly across from, or on the way to, the objects of
our desire. My horizon of likes, then, is influenced by
the horizons of those who came before me and those
who shop beside me. Through this algorithm, I have
acquired splints, Band-Aids, toe cushions, finger
cushions, apple-sized foam netting, tomato-sized foam
netting, and a finger massager. I have collected a tennis
ball, a dog bone, and a sponge that looks like a dog
bone (but is designed to remove dog hair from clothing
and furniture). Some objects, like the ball, the bone, or
the pacifier, are directly referential of this relationship,
which plays out here on a miniature scale. Dogs and
babies, the primary beneficiaries of these objects, have
their identities shaped by the things they carry, which
are determined by the likes of their caretakers.
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By combining these objects into a singular hermetic
structure, whose form is built exclusively of walls and
boundaries, I have attempted to highlight their role
as mediums for information. The simplicity of these
objects, of bars of soap and bunches of grapes, allows
them to function as pieces of language whose meanings
are simultaneously concrete and untenable. In practice,
this body of work represents my efforts to make sense
of my thoughts, experiences, and memories, leading
me to understand how I might position myself in
relation to the thoughts, experiences, and memories of
those around me. Ultimately, I collect objects, and in
doing so, I collect myself.
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